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➢ Putin takes a battering 

➢ US to start QT 

➢ RBA not ready yet to hike 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

There are multiple reports that Ukraine pushed back 

Russian troops from Kyiv – with heavy losses for 

Russian troops. Will they regroup for more or will 

Putin step back? The latter seems unlikely but 

mutiny is never far away in such circumstances! 

Let’s hope for some sort of cease fire. 

Sanctions on Russia are being stepped up and 

oligarchs’ megayachts keep dodging for cover. 

Abramovich is reportedly forced to borrow from his 

society mates as he can’t access his own assets. 

However, that hasn’t stopped rumours that he will 

buy a new football club to replace his lost and 

much-loved Chelsea FC. 

The FOMC minutes and recent press conferences 

show that the Fed will start running off the balance 

sheet from May. Initially they will take it easy for up 

to three months and then it’s up to $95bn per month 

off the eight trillions plus it chalked up along the way 

of QE (QE was Quantitative Easing so QT, or 

Quantitative Tightening, is the opposite). The Fed is 

also seriously considering employing 0.5%-point 

hikes at the same time. 

Markets fell for two days on the aggressive news 

but came back a fraction on the third and spluttered 

on the fourth. It was inevitable that the Fed would 

toughen up but no one likes tough talkers. 

We still think inflation will not respond to these 

expected rate hikes and so we think the Fed won’t 

go all of the way with its posturing. Give it a few 

months and they might pause. We think they are 

trying to jawbone the market rather than kill it. 

Our RBA didn’t budge at Tuesday’s meeting but 

markets are now pricing in a rate of 1.75% by the 

end of the year and 3% by August next year. We 

don’t see that either but some hikes this year and 

next are inevitable. 

Naturally long bond yields here and in the US 

climbed and are hovering under a ‘3’ handle. But 

the nonsense about inverted yield curves continues. 

The yield curve is so called because it is a smooth 

curve that joins all of the dots in a scatter plot of 

yield against tenor. Those who look only at the ‘2 

10’ spread are not looking at a yield curve but two 

dots. There are so many pairs of dots that one 

could examine and some might (and do) tell 

different contradictory stories. 

In our view yield curve inversion is designed to 

show whether a central bank is running harder at 

the short end (than the long) to slow down the 

economy. The Fed does not control the 2-year 

yield. 

In the chart over the page, we show the yield curves 

in 2000 and 2007 that many say were inverted and 

followed by a recession. Our current yellow curve 

looks a little insipid by comparison. How can an 

economy be thrown into a recession with anaemic 

rates like we currently have? 

Please refer back to previous week’s posts to follow 

our argument on this important topic. 
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Chart: US yield curves at selected points in time 
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